
Dowsing   :  FinD > Flow 
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Dowsing is an energetic method to find “flow”. 

if a body, mind, situation is “stuck”, blocked 

or confused, dowsing can not only find or 

validate the “block”; it can also facilitate, 

encourage, and find solutions to generate 

flow again.

You, your energy, space, pet, environment 

can get “unstuck” with the use of dowsing. in 

brief, dowsing is a method of finding clarity for 

many things, physical, mental, and emotional  

relief, testing for ingredient  

alignments and “amounts”,  

specific items as well as  

physical “placements”, giving  

answers, information, and  

energetic solutions when more  

traditional methods or rational

are not uncovering answers. 

Continue for more...
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What is “dowsing” and WHY would I benefit from it?
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My “dowsing” is used to “scan” for blockages or obstructions as well as validating options and 
choices one can have to make things best in one’s mental, physical, or emotional world. 

For both people and pets dowsing can help navigate the energetic world: the invisible world of 
“cause”, enabling one to heal, gain understanding, and foster fun and joy as results.

As a method, dowsing:
1. Uses right and left brain functions to find answers to issues that don’t appear to having solution from 
 previous “rational” attempts for solutions.
2. is a natural “talent” that everyone possess’, anyone can use it after being trained.
3. Can be used as a transformational tool to make your life and environment better!
4. Can be done either in the “physical” presence or remotely from a color photo.

Dowsers have been employed to find valuable natural resources such as water and oil. These 
“finds” can be also measured for mass, depth, purity, etc…all by dowsing for location and 
measuring via Q&A.

Health, wealth, power, relationship, and getting clarity on almost any issue are all served by 
dowsers and dowsing. Many healers use dowsing to test for food and environment allergies 
and alignments. Dowsing is a great tool to use along with Kinesiology or muscle testing…and is 
considered to be a like or in-kind method. 

An example of dowsing in feng shui:
My method of dowsing comes into my feng shui practice as i move rich energy about a home or a 
space. Everything is alive, aware, and responsive…so, a table, chair, crystal, color may wAnT to 
be in a certain spot or place to help the flow of what you intend. Especially when placing crystals 
or various minerals to anchor or bring in energy, dowsing gives me the exact location where its 
placement is at its most auspicious and powerful. Even down to “which side is up” for an item. 

An example for your own home / garden:
A practical side of dowsing can be demonstrated with your garden and or houseplants. one 
can “dowse” for physical location, soil composition, amount and type of nutrients and moisture, 
energetic environment (more than just compass direction!), other plants nearby, and how you and 
others interact with it in its environment. Happy home, happy plants all from dowsing!
The value and use that dowsing can have for an animal or pet is profound. 
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A dowsing example for pets: 
Your pet’s emotional and physical health can benefit from dowsing. “Blockages” can be found in 
your pet’s body and emotional fields. Dowsing does noT diagnose, but if “finds” where flow is not 
happening. This can be a bone, muscle, circulation, acupuncture meridian, surgery or shot scar, 
allergic hive, many things are considered “blockages”. Dowsing finds them, then you can help 
by dowsing for modalities that an animal can have that will help them smooth out, heal. A good 
example is a bee sting! The sting area reads as a “huge block”…dowsing in that area (either 
remote from photo or right in the physical) takes away the toxins causing the inflammation…
lets these flow out of the system and creates quicker healing and comfort. Dowsing will also be 
effective in your decision to go to a vet if your animal is allergic…you can ask simple “Yes / no” 
questions that calmly and quickly reveals the needs of the animal.

A dowsing example for YOU!:
Your home, pet, environment, are all ToP priorities for you to balance and harmonize. At the end 
of the day, if YoU are blocked, frustrated, stalled out then everything around you shares that 
energy. Shift happens, and when the “flow” is not smooth or positive, you can employ dowsing to 
get “shift” into positive action once again! Are you simply sorting through “decisions”; looking for 
funding, have questions about a career move, questioning or wanting partnerships? These are 
just a few things in which dowsing can help you find some solutions. 

Here’s an example: You have 3 offers of employment: 3 choices for a boss, 3 different company 
cultures to choose from. You can get answers based on what your intent iS for your higher good, 
for your best profit, for your most loyal long term relationship, for your advancement. if you can 
be specific as to the “why” and the “good”, then dowsing can and does give you answers to “Yes 
/ no” formatted questions.

A second example: You are experiencing runny eyes, sneezing, coughing, when you enter your 
side yard. Dowsing for your “compatibility” for each plant you go near or identify can single out a 
possible allergic reaction. The “cures” you are taking or considering…what is their effectiveness 
to what your body needs or wants? Dowsing can narrow things down quite precisely what can or 
will not be effective. 

The above are very simple examples of how Dowsing can be of help…there are an infinite 
number of possibilities to reap benefits from dowsing.

For me, dowsing is like a giant magnifying glass to see things that seem invisible, and also acts 
like an energetic “lie-detector”…one cannot cover up or hide an energetic pattern.

Remember, everything is alive, aware and responsive. So, “talk” to all the energy around you, ask 
questions, use the “Yes / no” of dowsing to make your world and all that is in it filled with health 
and a flow of joy!


